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Abstract-The concepts of a data flow and sequential computers are confronted using models 
written in the functional language Miranda. ’ A unified approach to both schemes of processing is 
presented together with an example of a simple problem, unsolvable sequentially, but easy for a data 
flow computer. Although these models have been designed to explain the concepts to students, they 
can be also used by researchers in comparative studies and general experiments. The model of a data 
flow machine seems to be especially useful, as hardware implementations are not widely available. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of data flow systems has been known for some 24 years and scientific investigations 
in this field continue. However, exploiting parallelism today becomes more a necessity than just 
a novel research activity offering an alternative solution for an unspecified future.2 The demands 
for a computer to perform calculations more efficiently can no longer be satisfied by only using 
faster components which are already approaching the speed of light. 
This paper presents a radical form of parallelism in a data flow computer limited only by a 
sequence of operations implied by expressions themselves. It is not opposed, as it used to be 
presented (see [3], for example), to a traditional, sequential computer, but is considered a step 
towards better methods of computing. 
At first, two general concepts of processing are introduced: with atomic steps arranged in 
a strictly sequential manner and parallelly. The more detailed, functional models, which are 
suitable for experiments, are presented next. The similarities and differences are singled out, but 
secondary technical details are not presented. For example, decoding is necessary at times for a 
command to be executed, but it is not significant for the purpose of this article. 
These models are used in experiments which involve writing simple programs in machine level 
languages, bringing all the problems with correctness and the difficulty so characteristic for this 
kind of programming. Although it is possible to write error-free assembler programs, it is time- 
consuming. Some conventions are often used in such programming which eventually lead to 
higher level languages. In the case of parallel processing, assembler programs seem to be even 
less manageable. Methods of avoiding badly structured data flow graphs are known (see [l]), but 
the search continues for a higher level language with provision for parallelism. 
The programs discussed in a sequel are intended to expose students to the nature of assem- 
bler programming with parallelism. They also make explicit the greater potentials of parallel 
processing. While the greater speed of calculations is an obvious consequence, the cases of prob- 
lems unsolvable sequentially, but tractable by parallel algorithms, seem to be overlooked. The 
‘Miranda is a trademark of Research Software Ltd. 
‘While some authors ([l], for example) admit that “effective general-purpose parallel computing paradigms remain 
elusive,” others name a “large need for user acquaintance of functional data flow languages” as one of the major 
issues in designing relevant systems [2]. 
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sample problem discussed later in the paper has been devised to provide evidence of this kind of 
superiority. 
The nature of a laboratory session implies obvious limitations on the domain of problems. 
Hence, the lists of commands are short, but the aim, as in a number of similar exercises [4-91, 
is to illustrate and explain rather than provide a training device in programming of some kind. 
The functional language Miranda [lo, ll] is used in the laboratory work, but any other formalism 
evaluating functions with provision of simple list operations could be also used. 
2. ASSUMPTIONS 
2.1. General 
A computing machinery is normally expected to perform operations on two arguments, accept 
some data supplied by the user, and present results. Therefore, both models (sequential and data 
flow) offer IN and OUT operations, and also the list of common binary operations. 
IN accepts input data. 
OUT sends data outside (i.e., leaves it in a buffer out). 
BOP represents a binary operufion and comprises the following: +, -, *, /, div, mod, >, <, =, 
=>, <=, and, or, max, min. 
The two models differ essentially in organization of calculations, thus arrangement of elementary 
actions and control structures are not the same. However, some similarities do exist and are 
outlined later in the text. 
2.2. Calculations Arranged Sequentially 
It is assumed that instructions of the sequential computer have one or zero arguments, and 
when two operands are required, the first (left) operand is taken from a default register called 
accumulator. 
The instructions specific to the sequential computer are: 
JMP jump unconditionally to a specified memory location, 
JZ jump only when tero is found in the accumulator, 
HLT the machine enters its halt state, 
LD loud memory content into the accumulator, 
ST store the content of the accumulator in the memory location. 
2.3. Data Flow Mode of Calculations 
This model requires more comments, as data flow processing is still considered novel and, what 
is probably more important, diverse models exist [12, 131. 
2.3.1. Data flow program 
The concept of data flow processing can be summerized in the following points: 
l a program is a finite graph of nodes defining operations and arcs which connect the nodes 
and set the sequence of operations, 
l each arc has a Bag3 storing data temporarily in between operations, 
3The bag, also called a multiset, is a collection of objects, which are not necessarily different, and are not arranged 
in any way. For a precise definition, see Chapter 11 in [14]. 
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Tag-attaching nodes 
Q Q 
Tag-blind nodes 
((1*1), (a>l)) 
Tag-matching nodes 
((1% 1)s (29 2)) 
Figure 1. Nodes used in the data flow models. 
l execution of the program continues according to the firing rules: 
- a node is fired and operation is executed, whenever necessary data items become 
available, i.e., meet requirements of the node (ma2ch), 
- when a node is fired, some or all of its input data items are consumed (i.e., disappear), 
and new output data may be produced, 
l in general, there is no concept of termination or initialization, only nodes IN and OUT 
provide means of communication with the program. 
The tagged-token data flow model is assumed, but it is different from the model presented 
in [12]. The data items are given identification tags by the nodes IN and GEN. They are later 
sent to other nodes according to the destinations defined by each node. The tag of the data item 
is not altered by the program, while its destination normally changes after every firing. Thus, 
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token is a pair containing a tagged data item and its destination, where 
destination identifies the node and the node’s entry point (L-left argument, R-right argument, 
for example), 
matching tokens are destined for the same node, have complementing entry points (like L and R), 
and identical tags. 
Some nodes (COPY, MERGE, OUT, and SINK) d o not use tags, but the others (BOP and 
SWITCH) require data to have identical tags. Figure 1 presents symbols used for nodes and 
examples explaining actions they represent. The bags in this figure contain only pairs, whose 
first elements are tags, and destinations are not shown. The content of a bag, associated with an 
arc, is enclosed between brackets: ( and ). 
The more detailed description of different categories of nodes follows. 
Tag-attaching nodes: 
IN node transforms an input data item (a number) into a token by appending an individual tag 
and a destination; 
it is assumed that for graphs with more than one IN node, consecutive data items of the 
input sequence are associated with nodes in the order they are listed in the graph, and the 
same tag is used in all such tokens; the next sub-sequence obtains a different tag, 
GEN node represents a generator of a constant which is given a universal tag called blank; this 
tag matches any other tag (i.e., is considered identical). 
Tag-blind nodes: 
COPY node supplies copies of an input token on its outputs; the input token is consumed, 
MERGE node combines a number of data paths into one path, 
OUT node consumes a token and sends it to the buffer out, from which tokens are taken and 
formatted for presentation, 
SINK node is similar to OUT, except it does not leave anything in out.4 
Tag-matching nodes: 
BOP node requires and consumes both input tokens and produces a new token prescribed by 
its operation; list of operations is the same as for the sequential computer, 
SWITCH node requires and consumes its two input tokens, called x and b; it transfers the 
token x onto the output F when the value of b is 0, otherwise it goes to the other output 
(labeled T). 
Although formally allowed, tokens with identical tags and destinations should be used with 
caution. Consider the SWITCH node, for example, which is given two values on entry b: one 
opening the way labeled T and the other-the way F. For our deterministic model, the action of 
the SWITCH is not defined in such a situation. 
‘It represents a ‘dead end’ in the graph and is used in conjunction with the node SWITCH when some of the 
tokens are to be removed. 
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2.3.2. Interpretation of the program 
The implementation of the data flow machine described in [15] is used as the model solution. 
It comprises three blocks connected unilaterally into a ring: 
l the DATA STORE’ where tokens wait for other matching tokens, 
l the PROGRAM STORE where the program is stored and matching tokens are combined 
with their operation into executable packages, 
l the PROCESSING BLOCK where the operations are performed; 
the tokens produced by the PROCESSING BLOCK are sent back to the DATA STORE 
for use in the next cycle. 
At all times, all available tokens and executable packages are examined and processed if possible; 
thus, maximal parallelism is assumed. This unlimited processing and matching ability eliminates 
races; thus, many time related problems are not critical. However, this means only that a 
processor, when requested, is always available, but it still needs some time to do the job. In 
general, it is not easy to find an accumulated time necessary to solve the problem in this model, 
and the discussion of relevant issues is not attempted in the paper. 
It is possible to avoid time considerations altogether and concentrate on cases of ‘well behaving’ 
programs only, but it is more practical to devise an ultimate criterion of ending the processing. 
The one used in the model is based on counting so called sweeping cycles whose idea is similar 
to the fetch-execute cycle, but is more involved. It is implied by the very fact that a multitude 
of tokens circulate and are processed at the same time. 
Let’s assume certain number of tokens reside in the DATA STORE. When new tokens arrive, 
the machine tries to find all matching tokens. These tokens go to the PROGRAM STORE, and 
next to the PROCESSING BLOCK, where some new tokens are produced and sent back to the 
DATA STORE, then the sweeping cycle ends. More precisely, the completion of the processing 
of the last token marks the end of the cycle and the beginning of a new cycle. In reality, some 
tokens would be processed faster and consecutively could match earlier. Thus, counting sweeping 
cycles gives an estimate for the actually slowest circulating tokens. This approach is conclusive 
when all processing activities are well-defined in the sense that they produce results in a limited 
time. 
The IN, GEN, and OUT are end nodes in the program6 and as such require some comment. 
The model assumes that communication with the ‘outside world’ is maintained through the PRO- 
GRAM STORE by the function updating the set of circulating tokens, just as a program counter 
is updated in a conventional fetch-execute cycle. Tokens point at instructions in the PROGRAM 
STORE in the same way the pc does in a sequential machine. Thus, effectively, a stream of input 
data (not the program itself) controls actions of the data flow computer programmed to react 
in certain way. This approach differs slightly from the MDFM machine,7 where two additional 
blocks, Switch and Token Queue, are used to implement I/O operations. 
3. THE MODEL 
There are two models of two distinct computers, but the goal of this exercise is to identify and 
clearly present the similarities and major differences among them. In this way, one can grasp 
the essence of both modes of computing: one known as the sequential and the other called data 
flow. Common part of the models is presented in Subsection 3.1, while the remaining subsections 
51n [15], it is called the matching_store, and the name node-store is used for the PROGRAM STORE. 
‘SINK distroys tokens, which defines its purpose as the opposite to COPY. It allows the SWITCH to act as a 
SELECTOR filtering a bag of tokens. 
‘See Figure 1 in [15]. 
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[ex_package] PROCESSING BLOCK 
c 
ex-package 
~~~~~~~~“~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
I execute I 
BEGIN 
initial_env 
i 
t 
EXIT TEST 
.___ + t> cycle-limit \/ final e -----C 
I 
END 
display 
I PROGRAM STORE 
L 
I def ine_instr 
sequential processing - _ _ - * compute (define_arg.define_instr) 
data&w processing - compute (dafine_instr.define_arg) 
where 
compute tp cycle-limit = display.(do tp cycle-limit).initial_env 
do tp cycle-limit e = e, t > cycle-limit \/ final e 
= do tp cycle-limit ((execute.tp.tick) e), otherwise 
where (t, i, o, m) = e 
Figure 2. Schemata of the sequential and the data flow processing. 
introduce definitions specific for the sequential and data flow models, but only the top level 
definitions are included.8 
3.1. The Frame 
The general structure of both models is shown in Figure 2, where rectangles represent functions 
modifying an environment env. These functions are normally implemented by separate pieces of 
hardware. 
The arrows show how the actual environment is handed over between the functional blocks, or 
in other words, what is the sequence of actions in these computers. All the actions have access 
to the same memory, input, and output buffers, and a register whose content represents elapsing 
time. In some cases, however, additional auxiliary objects are created, such as ex-packages, for 
example, which are required by other blocks (see Figure 2). The env is formally defined as a 
quadruple: 
env == (time, input, output, memory) 
in which the input stream is a list of data-items. The buffer for results (called output) also 
stores the context of the outcome, i.e., when and where particular data-items were produced. 
‘The complete set of definitions for the data flow computer is included in the Appendix. 
input == 
output == 
[data-item] 
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[((tag, data-item), in&r-id)] 
The format of results is the same in both models. It is quite obvious that the tag and the 
instr_id are presented in results of the data flow computing, as tokens contain this information. 
However, for the sequential computer, similar data are also available and are occasionally used 
by assembler programmers in form of a dump report. 
The tag in this model is like a time stamp put on the incoming mail. Further identification of 
the result is possible by pointing at the source of the result, i.e., the instruction which produced it. 
Since in both cases programs and their locations do not change during execution, the addresses 
can be used to identify instructions. 
The memory stores data and program in some form, which is not the same for the two models. 
Nevertheless, the stored program concept remains valid for both models. 
memory == (data-store, program_store) 
data-store == [internal-data] 
The data-item is taken from the input stream and transformed into an internal-data by the 
input instruction of the program stored in the PROGRAM STORE. 
program == (constants, Cinstructionl) 
constants == [data-item] 
instruction == cop_code, [argument] > 
The function initial-env of the block BEGIN is given the list of input data-items and the 
program. It clears the time and output, and defines the input and initial value of the memory. 
There are three major blocks (Figure 2) transforming the environment env: PROCESSING 
BLOCK, PROGRAM STORE, and DATA STORE. They define processing, while the other four 
blocks are included only for practical reasons. 
The function compute describes the complete pattern of processing with a possibility of using 
different preparatory steps before execution. In this experiment, two types of preparations tp 
are used: sequentially or parallelly. The remaining parameters of this function are: the 
number of cycles (called cycle-limit) allocated for the experiment, and the input data with 
the program which is to be run. 
The two models assume overlapping sets of elementary processing steps which include IN and 
OUT instructions, and all binary operations beginning with a key-word BOP. 
codes ::= IN I OUT I BOP bop_code 
bop_code ::= ADD 1 SUB 1 MUL 1 DIV 1 IDIV I MOD I 
LT i GT I EQ I NE I GE I LE i AND I OR I MAX I MIN 
Thus, differences in operations and potentials of the sequential and the data flow computers 
depend only on the organization of processing. 
3.2. Sequential Arrangement 
The sequential processing assumes that the internal-data and the program_store are taken 
directly from the pair (input, program) supplied by the user.g 
internal-data == data-item 
program-store == [instruction] 
‘See also the definition of the initial_env for the sequential computer in the Appendix. 
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The executable package ex_package for sequential processing (see Figure 2) is obtained from the 
instruction itself by decoding. The addresses of arguments and destinations are specified 
separately for easier use, but the instr_id is added basically for convenient interpretation of 
outcomes. 
ex_package == (instr_id, op_code, [argument] , [destination] ) 
argument == address 
destination == address 
The crucial element of the sequential computer is known as the program counter (pc for short). 
The pc and the accumulator act are regular memory locations in this model, and they are not 
protected in any way. 
The pc, which holds address of the next instruction, can be used to define the final state, 
and in particular, a negative address can signal a request to terminate execution. 
PC, act :: destination 
pc =o 
act = I 
final :: env -> boo1 
final (t, i, 0, (m:ms, p)) = m < 0 
Among not so many other differences, the list of commands is characteristic for the sequential 
computer and includes some specific control instructions which modify the content of the pc. 
The other two commands transfer data to and from the accumulator. 
op_code ::= IN I OUT I BOP bop_code I 
JMP 1 JZ I BLT I LD I ST 
The operation of the sequential computer is represented by the function compute with the first 
argument describing a sequential mode of action, namely, (def ine_arg . def ine_instr), which 
also defines a sequence of preparatory steps for the execute. It begins by defining the instruction, 
and then the instruction refers to its arguments (the function def ine-arg). 
To define instruction, it is fetched from the memory, and after that the pc is updated. 
define_instr : : env -> (traced_instr, env) 
define_instr = update_pc . fetch_instr 
traced_instr == (instr_id, op_code, [argument]) 
The def ine-arg prepares the final version of the executable package and involves some decoding 
of addresses and fetching the data from memory. 
This kind of preparation for execution characterizes the very concept of sequential processing, 
and it is reversed in the case of the data flow computer. 
3.3. Data Flow Arrangement 
The solid line path in Figure 2 shows an alternative sequence of activities specific for the data 
flow processing. The crux of this method is in the fact that data-items effectively search the 
operation for which they are destined. 
Hence, internal-data items cannot be just data-items, but must be transformed into tokens 
with some tag and destination. 
internal-data == token 
token == ((tag,data_item), destination) 
program_store == (constants, instructions) 
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The destination deserves a word of comment, since it specifies not only the required instruction, 
but also the access point to it, called flag. It may be Single, Left or Right, Single Left or Single 
Right, or Final, and says whether any other token is necessary for the operation to be performed. 
ex_package == (op_code, [(tag,data_item)] , [destination]) 
argument == destination 
destination == (flag, address) 
flag ::= S I L I R I SL I SR 1 F 
There are many such ex_packages submitted for processing, all carrying necessary identification. 
The predicate final, as it is presented, states that if no tokens circulate, there is no progress 
in processing. This criterion is effective, however, only for programs without constants. Thus, 
most often, the end of calculations is caused by the time-out based exit condition. 
final : : env -> boo1 
final (tm, iss, out, (tks, prog>> = tks = cl L tm > 0 
The op_codes include names of all nodes defined in Subsection 2.3.1 and an Identity operation. 
op_code ::= IN 1 OUT 1 BOP bop_code I 
GEN I SINK I COPY I SWITCH I MERGE I Identity 
The data flow computer employs many processors. Operands are prepared first and operations 
next, which is represented by the same function compute, but with inverted sequence of prepara- 
tory steps (see Figure 2). 
The relatively complex action of matching tokens is represented by the function define_arg 
(for details see the Appendix). 
define_arg :: env -> ([tokens], env) 
tokens == [token] 
The define_instr searches the proper node for a list of tokens, and the update-St updates the 
store of tokens by generating tokens for constants and entering input data and turning them 
into tokens. 
define_instr : : ([tokens], env) -> ([ex_package] , env) 
define_instr = update-St . fetch_instr 
4. EXPERIMENTS 
The following experiments are devised to convince the student that a data flow computer offers 
much more than a conventional computer and that it proves superior not only in speed but also 
in ability to produce results unattainable otherwise. 
4.1. Problem Specification 
The problem specifications involving linear operators are usually considered easy to understand, 
but sometimes, when such operators are applied repeatedly, the results become undefined. 
The particular problem specified by a function f is of no practical importance. Nevertheless, 
it makes evident some weakness of the sequential processing which is non-existent in a data flow 
model. 
The function f should be evaluated for possibly many pairs of numbers. 
f : : (num,num) -> (num,num) 
f (x,y) = (x,y>, x>3 
= f (x-y,x), otherwise 
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It is sometimes undefined, e.g., for (x,y> = (i,2), and a more cautious approach could be 
considered. The function f a rejects such vectors by limiting the number of applications of the 
operator.lO 
f’ :: (num,num) -> (num,num) 
f’ = ff 0 
uhere 
ff n (x,y) = undef, n>S 
= (x,y), x>3 
= ff (n+l> (x-y,x), otherwise 
To apply this new operator repeatedly, one can use a standard Miranda function map which 
evaluates the f ’ for consecutive elements of a list, 
Miranda map f, [(0,4),(1,4)1 
C(4,0), (4,311 
but for some lists, evaluation is discontinued. 
Miranda map f’ C(O,4),(1,2),(1,4)1 
C(4,0),( 
program error: undefined 
Applying the original operator f would not be any better, leading to unending, useless calcula- 
tions. 
4.2. Sequential Implementation 
Solving this problem using a conventional sequential assembler begins with drawing a flowchart. 
It would probably involve two loops and two assignment statements (see Figure 3). The 
seq_program is an encoding of this flowchart and comprises fourteen instructions. 
The sequential evaluation of the compute for the input pair ( [0,4,1,41 , seq_program) defines 
the new environment with the buffer out containing four items 
((42,4),11), ((43,0),12), ((9S,4),11), ((g6,3),12) 
where in the first one for example, 42 is a number of the fetch-execute cycle which produced the 
result 4 and the respective instruction is at the address ii. 
However, the same program given the previous sequence of numbers with two additional num- 
bers 1 and 2, inserted in the middle 
Miranda seq_computer ([0,4,1,2,1,4], seq_program) 
defines the out buffer with the first two items only. It corresponds to the situation when the 
program error occurred in the Miranda version, but in this case, the time out exit condition 
intervened before the last pair was even entered. 
4.3. Data Flow Implementation 
The dtf-program for the data flow computer also needs only fourteen instructions and a 
constant 3. Moreover, six of these instructions are used in both models. They represent the 
‘core’ of processing, while the rest controls the execution. 
The primacy of the data flow computer can be observed best for the input sequence which 
proved to be too difficult for the sequential computer. 
“The method of finding such limits for linear operators was presented by the author in (161. 
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x 
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KIN. 131)v 
(IN, [W> 
(LD, 131)s 
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CJZ, 1111)S 
CD, 131)s 
(BOP SUB, 141). 
(ST, l3l)v 
(BOP ADD, I41). 
(ST, I’l)V 
(JMP, [a)9 
(OUT, 131). 
(OUT. WI)8 
(JMP, Wl) 
04 COPY I 
COPY SWITCH Pa 9 IO T F 
dtf_propam = 
(1319 
[(IN, I(SLs 2) I). 
(IN, [FL. 3) 1)s 
(Identity, I(S? 4)l)s 
(Identity, I(% J)I), 
(COPY, I(L, 3) AR, II)l). 
(BOP SUB, [(S. 7)))s 
(QEN, [(Ls 3)I)s 
(COPY, KR, 3) 4% 10)l). 
(BOP LT, KS9 Q)I)s 
(COPY, [(L, IO),(L, II)l). 
(SWITCH, [(S, 12) G% 2)1), 
(SWITCH, I(% 13) @k 3)1), 
(OUT, IF. IZ)l)* 
(OUT. l(Fs 13) l)l) 
Figure 3. Sequential and data flow solutions of the same problem. 
ClwA 27:1-6 
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(a) @) 
Figure 4. Generating Fibonnacci numbers--exercise for students. 
Miranda dtf_computer 100 (CO,4,1,2,1,41, dtf_program) 
Input data: [0,4,1,2,1,41 
output : 
I) ((1,0),13) 
2) ((1,4),12) 
3) ((3,3) ,131 
4) ((3,4) ,12) 
time = 100 
The result clearly shows l1 that within the imposed time constraints all possible calculations have 
been performed. 
5. STUDENT’S TASK 
First, students are expected to study the complete set of functions which constitute the models. 
They gain confidence and deeper insight through simple exercises like including the decoding stage 
or implementing a two-address assembler. 
However, as the aim of this experimental session is to achieve some familiarity with data flow 
computers, the students write an assembler program for this kind of computer. 
Two data flow graphs are provided (Figure 4) in which M stands for MERGE, C-for COPY. 
These graphs represent data flow algorithms producing Fibonnacci numbers. One of them 
generates 33 such numbers while the other only 26, and both use the same number of 100 
execution cycles. Students write the assembler code for the better algorithm. 
6. CONCLUSION 
This presentation of the data flow computer can serve as an introduction to the area of data 
flow programing, which is comparatively harder than conventional programming (at least as it 
looks now). 
On the other hand, data flow processing is shown promising not only in terms of increased 
expected speed of calculation, but also due to greater potential represented by this method. 
Finally, a language of functions, like Miranda, works well and can be truly called a contempo- 
rary formalism well suited for education. 
“The function dtf_computer defines an annotated version of the outcome of the compute used in a data flow mode 
(see Appendix). 
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APPENDIX 
The complete set of functions modeling both computers is included, and as it is, can be used 
as a sequential computer. The data flow version needs all lines from the subsection Data Flow 
Computer, instead of these which are characteristic for a sequential computer (i.e., from subsec- 
tion Sequential Computer). Miranda recognizes lines beginning with the symbol > as belonging 
to a set of formal definitions, while the rest is just a comment. 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
en” == (time, input, output, memory) 
time == nun 
input == [data-item] 
output == [((tag, data-item), instr_id)] 
memory == (data-store, program-store) 
data-item == num 
tag == time 
instr_id == address 
data-store == [internal-data] 
progrem_store == program 
program == (constants, [instruction]) 
address == num 
constants == [data-item] 
instruction == Cop-code, [argument]) 
argument == destination 
compute :: (env -> (ex_package’, em)) -> time -> (input, program) -> [char] 
compute tp cycle-limit = display.(do tp cycle_limit).initial_env 
do :: (env -> (ex_package', env)) -> time -> env -> env 
do tp cycle-limit e = e, t > cycle-limit \/ final e 
= do tp cycle-limit ((execute.tp.tick) e), otherwise 
where (t, i, o, m) = e 
display :: env -> [char] 
display (t,i,out, (d ,p)) = "\nOutput:\n" ++ (layn (map show out)) ++ "\n time = H ++ show t 
tick :: (time,+,+*,*+*) -> (time,*,**,*+*) 
tick (t,i,o,m) = (t+l,i,o,m) 
clear-timer :: time 
clear-timer = 0 
bop_code ::= ADD I SUB 1 RUL I DIV 1 IDIV I ROD I LT I GT I 
ED I IE I GE I LE I AID I OR I RAX I HI1 
eval :: bop_code -> data-item -> data-item -> data-item 
eval ADD = (+I 
eval SUB = (-) 
eval WJL = (*) 
eval DIV = U) 
eval IDIV = (div) 
eval HOD = (mod) 
eval LT = (ire1 (0 ) 
eval GT = (ire1 0) I 
eval ED = (ire1 (=) 1 
eval RE = (ire1 C--j) 
eval LE = (ire1 (<=I) 
eval GE = (ire1 (>=)I 
eval HAX a b = max [a,b] 
eval RIR a b = min [a,b] 
aval AID = (i-and) 
eval OR = (i-or) 
i-and a b = ire1 (-=I 0 (a*b) 
i-or a b = ire1 (-=) 0 (Cabs a) + Cabs b)) 
ire1 :: (*->*->bool) -> + -> + -> num 
ire1 op a b = 1, op a b 
= 0, otherwise 
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Sequential Computer 
> ex_package ’ == ex_package 
> ex_package == (instr_id, op_code, [argument], [destination]) 
> internal-data =E= data-item 
> op_code ::= II I OUT I BOP bop_code I JHP I JZ I HLT 1 LD 1 ST 
> destination == address 
> traced_instr == (instr_id, op_code, [argument]) 
> final :: env -> boo1 
> final (t, i, 0, Cm:ms, p)) = m C 0 
> initial_env :: (input, program) -> env 
> initial_env (ins, (cs, prog)) = (clear-timer, ins, [I, (CO,Ol++cs, (cs, prog))) 
> seq_computer :: time -> (input, program) -> [char] 
> seq_computer t-limit (i,p) = “Input data: ” ++ show i ++ 
> (compute (define_arg _ define_instr) t-limit (i,p)) 
> define_instr :: env -> (traced_instr, env) 
> define_instr = update_pc . fetch_instr 
> pc, act : : destination 
>pc =o 
> act = 1 
> fetch_instr :: env -> (traced_instr, env) 
> fetch_instr e = ((addr, op. args), e) 
> where (t,i,o,(d,(c,p))) = e 
> addr = d!pc 
> (op,args) = p!addr 
> update_pc :: (*, env) -> (*, env) 
> update_pc (inst, (t,i,o, (d,cp))) = (inst, (t,i,o,ld (d,cp) (d!pc+l) PC)) 
> Id :: ([*I ,**) -> l -> destination -> ([*I ,**) 
> Id (xs,p) val n = (load xs val n, p), n<*xs 
> = (take (n+l) (xs ++ repeat val),p), otherwise 
> load :: [*I -> l -> destination -> [*I 
> load (x:xs) val 0 = val:xs 
> load (x:xs) val (n+l) = x:(load xs val n) 
> define_arg :: (traced_instr, env) -> (ex_package, env) 
> define-al-g (tr_i, e) = ((a, op, args op, dest op), e) 
> where (t,i,o,(d,p)) = e 
> (a, OP, [ad]) = tr_i 
> args op = Cl, op=IH \/ op=HLT 
> = Cad], op=JRP \/ op=JZ 
> = Cd!ad], op=OUT \/ op=LD 
> = [d!accl, 
> = [d!acc, d!ad] othez!riz 
> dest op = [ad], op=;H \/ op=ST 
> = Cl, otherwise 
> execute :: (ex_package, env) -> env 
> execute ((a, 11, Cl, Ml), (t, Cl, OS, m)) = (t, 11, os,ld m C-1) pc) 
> execute ((a, III, El, Cdtl), (t, Cl, OS, m)) = (t, Cl, os,ld m C-1) pc) 
> execute ((a, III, Cl, Cdtl), (t,i:is,os, m)) = (t, is, os,ld m i dt) 
> execute ((a, OUT, Cdl, Cl), (t, is, OS, m)) = (t, is,((t,d),a):os, m) 
> execute ((a, BOP op, Cb,cl , Cl), Ct. is, OS, m)) = (t , is, OS, Id m (eval op b c) act) 
> execute ((a, HLT, Cl, Cl), (t, is, OS, m)) = (t, is, os,ld m C-1) pc) 
> execute ((a, JHP, Cd], Cl), (t , is, OS, m)) = (t , is, os ,ld m d pc) 
> execute ((a, JZ, Cdl, Cl), (t, is, OS, m)) = (t, is, os,ld m d PC), data!acc = 0 
> = (t, is, os, m) , otherwise 
> where (data, prog) = m 
> execute ((a, LD, cd], Cl), (t , is, OS, ml) = (t , is, os,ld m d act) 
> execute ((a, ST, Cdl ,Cdtl), (t, is, OS, m)) = (t, is, os,ld m d dt) 
Sequential and Data Flow Models 
Data Flow Computer 
ex_package' == [ex_package] 
ex_package == cop-code, C(tag,data_item)l, [destination]) 
internal-data == token 
op_code ::= II I OUT I BOP bop_code 1 GEK I SIKK I COPY I SWITCH I KIERGE I Identity 
destination == (flag, address) 
flag ::= S I L I R I SL I SR I F 
token == ((tag,data_item), destination) 
final :: env -> boo1 
final (tm, iss, out, (tks, prog)) = tks = [I L tm 0 
initial_env :: (input, program) -> env 
initial_env (ins, prog) = (clear-timer, ins, Cl, (Cl, prog)) 
dtf_computer :: time -> (input, program) -> [char] 
dtf_computer t-limit (i,p) = "Input data: " ++ show i ++ 
(compute (define_instr . define_arg) t-limit (i,p)) 
define_instr :: ([[token]], env) -> (Cex_package], env) 
define_instr = update-St . fetch_instr 
blank :: tag 
blank = 0 
define_arg (t, iss, out, (d,p)) = (args, (t, iss, out, (nen_d,p))) 
where (args, new-d, d') = match (Cl, Cl, d) 
match :: ([[token]], data-store, data-store) -> ([[token]], data-store, data-store) 
match (args, new-d, Cl) = (args, new-d, Cl) 
match (args, new-d, d:ds) = match ( Cdl:args, new-d, ds ), single d 
= match (pair:args, new-d, ds'), pair "= Cl 
= match ( args, d:nea_d, ds ), otherwise 
where pair = search-pair d ds 
ds' = (d:ds) -- pair 
search-pair :: token -> [token] -> [token] 
search-pair d ds = complement d (filter (same_dest d) (filter (same-tag d) ds)) 
where same_dest (x,(f,ds)) (y,(g,ds')) = ds = ds' 
same-tag ((t,x),ds) ((r,y),ds') = t = r \/ t = blank \/ r = blank 
complement :: token -> [token] -> [token] 
complement t Cl = Cl 
complement t (t':ts) = [t,t'l, Cf,f’l=CL,RI 
= Ct'*tl, Cf,f'l=CR,Ll 
= complement t ts,otheraise 
where (d, (f, dst )) = t 
(d',(f',dst')) = t' 
single :: token -> boo1 
single (d,(f,n)) = member [S,SL,SR] f 
fetch_instr :: ([[token]], env) -> ([ax-package], env) 
fetch_instr (args, e) = (map (node-match p) args, e) 
where (t, is, out, (d, (cs,p))) = e 
update-at :: ([ex_package], env) -> ([ax-package], env) 
update-St (ex_ps, (t, is, out, m)) = (nea_ex_ps, (t, new-is, new-out, m)) 
where 
(d, (cs,p)) = m 
nea_ex_ps = new_consts ++ new-tokens ++ (ex_ps -- out') 
new_consts = mk_ex_ps blank cs GEB p 
new-tokens = mk_ex_ps t is IB p 
out' = filter p-0 ex_ps 
p-o (a,b,c) = a = OUT 
new-is = drop (*new-tokens) is 
new-out = out ++ (map trans out') 
trans (a,[bl,C(f,d)l) = (b,d) 
mk_ex_ps :: time -> [data-item] -> op_code -> [instruction] -> [ex_package] 
mk_ex_ps t cis op p = map (mk_ex t) (zip2 cis (node-search op p)) 
vhere mk_ex t (i,d) = (Identity, [(t,i)], Cd]) 
node-match :: [instruction] -> [token] -> ex_package 
node-match pr as = cop, map fst as, dests) 
where cop, dests) = pr!((snd.snd) (hd as)) 
node-search :: op_code -> [instruction] -> [destination] 
node-search corn pr = (concat.(map snd)) (filter p pr) 
where p (x,y) = x = corn 
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execute (ex_ps, (t, iss, out, (d, p))) = (t, iss, out, (nea_d,p)) 
ohere 
new-d = mkset (d++concat (map process ex_ps)) 
process :: ex_package -> [token] 
process (Identity, Cdl, [dest] 1 = [(d,dest)l 
process (SIIK. ds, dests) = Cl 
process (COPY, Cdl , Cdl ,d21) = C(d,di) ,(d,d2)1 
process (BOP op.Ca,b], [dest]) = [(apply op a b, dest)] 
process (SWITCH, [(t,p) ,dl, [dl,d2]) = [(d,d?)], p=O 
= [(d,dl)], otherwise 
apply : : bop_code -> (tag,data_item) -> (tag,data_item) -> (tag,data_item) 
apply op (tx, xl (ty, y) = (new-tag tx ty, eval op x y) 
new-tag :: tag -> tag -> tag 
new-tag tx ty = ty, tx = blank 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
= tx, otherwise 
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